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The object of this circular is to summarize important facts

about this disease and to suggest certain control methods.
i!ic Hon Downy Otidew Invasioxi

This disease woe first dscovered in Japan in 1905. Then it
Kent,
was reported in Hioconsin in 1909. In 1920 it was found in Downy
England. It swept all oTTer Europe in. the next few years.
mildew appeared in British Columbia in severo form in 1928 and was
noticed for the first time in Oregon and Washington in the spring
of 1930. It was widespread and in a few places caused considerable
early damage. It has also apysared in the Ctat.e of New York.
Professor N. S. Salmon, who has studied hop downy mildew in England
snce it was introduced, says In every country where this new
disease has appeared, it has taHoe. firm root arid the outbreaks
have increased in extent and severity in each succeeding, year."
Scientific Control the Only Hope
Extermination of the disease is not considered possiele.
Fairly effective control methods, however, have already been worked
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out b scientific investigation. n r1ie
ut,
Pacic T0 thnest
the industry wJ ce wiped cue expensive
and since they have not
since these control methods sxe
prevailing in Washington and
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Oregon, there is much need for extensive experimental work to determine the most effective and at the same time the most economical
program of control which con be deTrised for the Northwest. Furwork should be
thermore, scientific plant breeding and selectionmore
commercially
undertaken with the object of developng one cr

desirable hop varieties which will not he seriously affected by
the disease.
TI

Government Investige. tions

The Congress of the United Stetos boo opropniated a fund
its control on
for the investigation of the hen .oeng mildew andconducted
in
the Pacific Coast. Theme i:ioesrL:ationS uili be

cooperation with the(Oegon Agrrlcultural Experiment Station at
Corvallis, It may require several years to test thoroughly
various methods and materials before the industry can know definitely which are the best and cheapest methods for use with differThe same can be said for
ent hop rarieties in various localities.
for
the growing of ufthe hop selection and breeding work and
tantcr whiMi may he
ficent plantucstoek of any new r

dieoped.

Growers? Cooperation
Success in this work of investigation and experimentation
will depend. to a large extent upon the cooperation and active
assistance of hop growers individually and of the industry as a
whole.

The Cause of Downy hildew
The disease is caused by a microscopic parasite, a fungus
with the scientific name PseudbperonOSpOra humuli (!Y.iy. et Tak.)
Infection may occur on shoots, leaves, burrs, and cones.
Wils.
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The fungus as a rue also produces thick-walled resting
spores within the infected parts, particularll at the end of the
growing season.

These resting spores can remain alivE- over winter in. the
In early spring they can werminate
old hop trash on the ground.
and produce many spores. It is believed that most of the earliest
spring infections start from these resting spores.

The Symptoms and Effects
If the tips of the now hop shoots are infected as the) come
through the ground, the shoot, instead of growing, out long and
slender, becomes stunted and produces small leaves close together.
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Varietal Susceptibility
Of th ctief
varieties
strains
of hopsapper
grown
conTercia1ly
an the Pacific
:orthwest,
theorharl
Clusters
most
susceptible, the Late Clusters omewIiat less susceptible and the BuggieS
resistant, particularly on the cones. Growers are asked to watch
the behavior of the disease on all varieties end strains of hops

in their fields.

Control Practices
In continental iurope spraxina with Bordeaux mixture has
been emphasized as the main mee.ns of preventing, the disease. In
England the plucking off of the spikes as soon as discovered, and
the earil removal of lower icaves are recommended in addition to
spraying with Bordeaux mixture. In British Columbia some lessening of the infection of shoots coming through the ground has been
noted where copper-lime dust has boen aunlied to the hills irn.mediately after pruning. In British. Columbia Bordeaux mixture has
been f ound effective as a spray and evident benef it has been
noted from the use of copper-lime dust applied to the vines with a
dusting machine. Because infections take place through the lower
leaf surfaces or in the axils of the leaves which are hard to wet
with plain Bordeaux spray, spreaders of various sorts have been
tried out, some with excel].ent results.
In Oregon, a number of Browers started spraying with Bordeaux mixture with a spreader as soon as mildew was found in the
spring of 1930. Copperlime dust was also employed and many
growers kept the spiked shoots cut out early in the season0 These

practices appeared to result in ceCinite reduction in the spread
of the disease.
1931 RECOMMEbDATIONS

Until investigators have had a chance to study control
practices closely under Oregon cohditions, it is necessary to take
the experience of workers in Durope and in British Columbia as a
guide for American hop growers. There are a good many
questions to he settledbefore vie can tell just what the exact
value of each step in the program will be in the average season.
Until better information is available, the following suggestions
are offered:
Pruning. In pruning cut off all unnecessary portions of
the hill to prevent excessive vine growth. In British Columbia it
was found that fewer "basal spikes? developed upon crowns that were
high and dry compared with those in low, wet places.
Dusting Crowns. Dusting the crowns after pruning with
a copper-lime dt (1-6) has reduced the amount of early spring
infection in British Columbia tests, particularly when the crowns
were left partly exposed. An even, visible layer of dust about
4.

2 feet in diameter should be arnlied around the crown. Them the
crowns are covered with soil after pruning, it is suggested that
the dust he applied to the top of t1e ground.
Wild Hops. Wild and volunteer hops about the feld,
fence rows, buildings and surrounding territory are subject to
mildew attack and provide constant sources of infection for commercial plantings. They should be got rid of.
Removal of Spikes.

The removal of mildew spikes is of

benefit in reducininfeetjon but under some conditions, according to i3ritish Columbia evidence, the cost may he greater than the
value of the practice. The spikes should be removed as soon as
they can be detected. Persons removing spikes should avoid touching healthy parts of the Vines.
Early Training. Early training and early spr ng are
considered oJ special 'portaice bocme as long as the vines
allowed to run out along the moist soil and are unprotected byare
spray, the: are ver subject to infection from soil-borne resting
spores. The vines should be trained as soon as possible and
sprayed immediately since most of the early infection occurs during early growth.

5. Spraying and Dusting for Protection.
Spray the vines thoroughly as soon as they are trained up.
Use Bordeaux 4-4-50 with spreader. It is important to cover
leaves an.d shoots thoroughly because the sceles along the stalk
readily hold spores. Avoid spraying in the hot sun. Tr to
cover the undersides of the leaves since practically no infections occur on the top.
Repeat the spray when the vines get to the top or dust with
copper-lime dust, (one part monohydrated copper sulfate to sx
part of fresh hydrated lime). Do not dust unless the aIr is
relatively quiet and moisture is present on the leaves. These
conditions are most likely to be met with at night.
Give another application just before the vines come into burr
(blossm stage).
If weether conditions especiali, favoracle to mildew spread
develop during any part of the growing season, other aThlications

may be advisable.

Hill Sanitation. Keeping, the hills free from weeds,
shoots andhnners as weTi as removiny the leaves from the lower
parts of the vines is considered a delirable practice from the
standpoint of mildew control. ConditIons near the ground are the
most favorable for ±he persistence of the mildew through the hot,
dry period f the summer and such growth readily harbors the
disease.
Field Clean-us. Clean up the field and destroy old
vines by
as soon as it is deemed desirable. The more of
this material that is raked up and destroyed the smaller is the
chance for infection the next spring.
5.

Miscellaneous Considerations

Spraying and Dusting Equipment--Growers are asking what the
best types of spraying and dusting equipment, what pressure is
necessary, what kind of nozzles to use, etc. These questions can
be answered only after careful comparative study.
It may be
safely assumed that any kind of equipment that does a good job of
covering the plants will afford good protection.

Trainng p extra vines-It has been suggested that where
mildew was pese
last
äit may be desirable to train up more
vines thaxi usual.

Late vs. Early Working in the Yard--Some growers think that
early plowin
pruning and ôulvhtion of the yards lead to
earlier growth and therefore more chances of early mildew infection.
They plan to do no work until the second week in April.
Just how
much effect this procedure will have on mildew development remains
to be seen.
Confusion of Mildew *ith Other Troubles--There are a numberd'
troubles affecting hops in the Pacific Northvest and elsewhere
The grower should
which have nothing to do with downy mildew.
study the symptoms described for the mildew and should not confuse
other conditions with mildew attack.

How to Prepare Bordeaux Mixture 4-4-50
Dissolve 40 pounds of copper-sulfate (bluestone) in
If tied
40 gallons of water or at the rate of 1 pound per gallon.
in a gunny sack suspended so that the sack just touches the water,
the bluestone will dissolve over night. Use a wooden barrel or
concrete container as bluestone will corrode metal.
Soak 60 pounds of fresh hydrated lime in 40 gallons of
water (or at that rate) or slake 40 pounds of quicklime (fresh
stone lime) an fill up with water after slaking, using 40 gallons
altogether.

Start filling the spray tank with water.

Stir up the milk of lime and add 8 gallons of it to the
tank for every 100 gallons the spray tank holds. Put the lime in
through a strainer.
After the tank is about 2/B full of water and while the
agitator is running, stir up the stock solution of dissolved
bluestone thoroughly and begin. to add this slowly at the rate of
By the time
8 gallons for every 100 gallons the tank will hold.
the tank is full, the last of the bluestone solution should have
been added.
Add spreader with agitator still running.
Bordeaux performs best if
Start spraying at once.
After
standing
a fw hours it loses its
applied as soon as mixed.
best qualities although this deterioration cart be chedked by
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adding to every 100 gallons of freshly prepared Bordeaux one
heaping tablespoon (one ounce) of super, dissoivcd in a little
water. The stock solutions of Ume and of bluestone do not
deteriorate as long as the: ac nc mixed.
Phen spraying use a fine mist, nd remember that every
leaf and tip missed is still eper U infection.

For other suggestions consult Oregon Experiment Station
Sulletin 259 on Sprays and Their Preparation, which will be sent
Perhaps the worst wa: to mix the stuff is to
free upon request.
throw the bluestone and tho lime into a tank and then fill up
with water. This will almost always cive pump and nozzle trouble
too, besides producing a had mixture.

OPhEIDERS

In Europe, spreaders are corsidered unnecessary with
3ordeaux mixture. In British Columbia, Dr. 7JiUiam hewton and his
assistants found that the use of a resin spreader rendered Bordeaux
more effective in. cildou control.
In 1930 tests in British Columbia excellent spreading
power was given Bordeaux mixture b:- the:
Needham Spreader
6
10
1
2
18
10

gallons of water - bring to a boil and add
pounds resin and
quart fish oil. Then reUr dissolves add
pounds caustic coda and irahe up to
Then add
gallons with water.
pounds whale oil soap to the 18 gallons.

About 4 gallons are used for ]OO ollons of Bordeaux. If
excessive foaming, occurs, reCuce The amount of spreader.
(This spreader was originated by F. P. Poedham, Salem, Creg.)
An easier spreader to prepare is the one devised by Dr.
William Fewton in 1930 os a modification of Mr. beedham' s spreader.
It is called the:
Saar.ichton Sureader

4 parts resin (rosin)
1 part caustic potash (potassium
1 part fish oil

hroxide)

Heat tlie who'e together. The mixture finally' becomes hard
like glass. When cool it is pulverized and stored till needed.
Ihe
Tw to five pounds are used for ever:,- 100 gallons of spray.
little
hot
water
and
powder is first made into a paste with a
after cooling is put into the tarP' of Bordeaux.

The Oliver Chemical Company, Ltd. of Penticton, 3. C. is
manufacturing this spreader for 3rPtish Columbia.
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